DIY Fun & Colorful
Earth Day Magnets
INSTRUCTIONS
Check out how this DIY project which transforms a
boring refrigerator, chalk board or locker into work of art.

1

Gather a few dozen bottle caps. Of course we prefer Me & the Bees bottle
caps. We have been saving our caps in a special place every time we drink a
bottle of lemonade.

Choose which template you want to use: Go to www.meandthebees.com/blog.

2

Got to our Earth Day Blog titled “Get Buzzy”. Download either or both Colorful
Earth Day Magnets or Fun Honey Bee Magnets. Print out the image. We think it
looks best in color.

3

Cut the image out. You can do this with a pair of scissors. We marked the
edges to help make the circles perfect. Take your time.

Glue a magnet to the inside of the bottle cap (try to center it). The best way

4

to do this is to flip the bottle cap over and make a pea-sized dot using
industrial-strength glue. Press a round magnet into the glue, and let it dry. A
silver rare earth or neodymium magnet is highly recommended for this due to
its strength; you can find them online and in arts and crafts stores.

5

Glue the image on the front/top of the Me & the Bees bottle cap. Press the
image into the glue, and smooth out any wrinkles. Do not use too much glue,
otherwise it will leak through the image. Let it dry. Don’t worry. It is a quick dry.

6

Location Location Location — Use these masterpieces to add character to
places like your locker and refridgerator. They are also great gifts, too. Don’t
forget to make some for you and don’t hesitate to share your work. Tag us at
@MikailasBees. We can’t wait!
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